Mai Davika Hoorne:
Belgian Actress

Thai-

Davika Hoorne is a young half-Thai actress and model popular
in Thailand. Born 1992 to a Thai mother and a Belgian
father in Thailand, her nickname is ‘Mai’. Thus, she is often
referred to as ‘Mai Davika’. She was discovered as a model
early in her teens at the age of 14. Later she was educated in
Communication Arts at Rangsit University.
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In 2010 she debuted in the drama series Ngao Kammathep in the
role of Tien. In addition, she starred in a number of other
Thai TV drama series like Neur Manoot (2011), Maya Rasamee
(2012), Roy Lae Sanae Luang (2013), Kularb Rai Kong Naai Tawan
(2015) and most recently as Rinlanee in Nang Chada (2015). In
Nang Chada, Mai also engages in some classical Thai dancing,
wearing the beautiful and opulent Khon dancing dress.
Mai Davika has also done a lot of modelling for brands like
Ponds, Nikon, ZA and more. In addition, she has appeared as
cover girl on numerous magazines like for instance herworld.

She was recently the cover model of this magazine in February
2015. Here is a video clip of this shooting from behind the
scenes.
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In fact, Mai and Mario are a nice film couple and hence, they
have also been paired in photo shootings and commercials.
In 2014 Davika starred as Riam in the Thai romance-drama Plae
Kao (The Scar), a remake of the same-titled film from 1977.
This is the story of two peasants in rural Thailand engaged in
a tragic, romantic relationship.
Today, Davika is a well-known young lady in the Thai modelling
and television industry. Nevertheless, she seems to be

still the nice girl next door, natural and very lovely.
Finally, we may say that Davika Hoorne is an amazing young luk
kreung actress and model. What is more, she has got the look
to become extremely successful in Thai entertainment
industry with her fair skin, tall statue and large eyes
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Additionally, she has recently founded ‘Misstar by Davika’ and
promoted the Misstar Café.
Yours, Sirinya

